THE SECRETS OF
ORCHID GENETICS

predicted its pollinator had an
unprecedentedly long proboscis, which
is an elongated appendage usually
attached to the head of an animal, like
an elephant's trunk. Twenty-one years
after Darwin's death, scientists
discovered Xanthopan marganii, a moth
that indeed had an unusually long
proboscis.

Research decodes genetics behind flower's wide-ranging beauty.

Orchids come in extraordinary diversity.
With more than twice the myriad species
of birds, orchids make up what may be
the largest family in the plant kingdom.
Now scientists are unlocking the genetic
mechanisms that make orchids unique
among flowering plants.
The more than 26,000 recognized species
making up the orchid family are full of
oddities. For example, Dracula orchids,
several of which possess blood-red
blossoms, are pollinated by flies that are
lured in by flowers that look and smell
like the mushrooms on which the insects
normally lay eggs. Ophrys orchids, on
the other hand, look like female bees,
transferring pollen when males of the
insect species attempt to have sex with
them. Orchids are often
such masters of mimicking what
pollinators might want that roughly a
third of all orchid species do not even
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put out rewards such as nectar to attract
insects, said orchidologist Barbara
Gravendeel at the Naturalis Biodiversity
Center in Leiden in the Netherlands.
Orchid complexity inspired Darwin's
follow-up project to his groundbreaking
tome on evolution, On the Origin of
Species. As Darwin's health suffered, he
increasingly examined plants from the
comfort of his own home. He collected
evidence that orchid complexity could
be explained by the flowers evolving
together with their pollinators,
supporting his theory of evolution and
countering arguments that orchid
complexity required a divine creator.
For instance, the orchid Angraecum
sesquipedale of Madagascar has a starshaped flower that releases its fragrance
at night and held its nectar on the
bottom of a thin foot-long tube. Darwin
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To unlock the secrets of orchid
complexity, plant developmental
biologist Chang-Hsien Yang at National
Chung Hsing University in Taichung,
Taiwan, and his colleagues investigated
the genetic mechanisms that make
orchids different from other flowering
plants. While most flowers have
protective sepals surrounding the petals
that are merely green and leaf-like,
orchid sepals are colored and
ornamented just like petals to help
attract pollinators. In addition to their
normal petals, most orchids have an
unusually large petal known as a lip that
can serve as a landing platform for
insects and take on the outstanding
shapes that many orchids use to deceive
and lure pollinators.
The nature of most flowers can be
explained by five classes of plant genes
— labelled A, B, C, D and E — interacting
to develop floral organs. The B-class
genes are especially key to petal
formation. However, scientists could not
figure out how exactly this ABCDE model
helped create the orchid lip.
"For instance, you might find one B-class
gene active in the lip that helped explain
lip formation, but it was also active in
petals," Yang said. "That didn't make
sense if you thought only a single gene
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was responsible for lip formation — such a gene should be
expressed exclusively in the lip."
Instead, Yang and his colleagues discovered that orchid
flower shape is determined by two groups of protein
complexes, which they call the L or lip complex and the SP or
sepal-petal complex. These complexes, which are each
composed of four proteins, compete to promote the
formation of the lip and petals, respectively. When the
researchers used a virus-based strategy to silence the L
complex within the lips of two orchid species, they became
like petals and sepals, and when they stifled the SP complex
within petals, they became lip-like.
Yang calls their discovery the Perianth code, referring to the
structure formed by the petals and sepals. They found many
subfamilies of orchids with different types of lips and petals
all obeyed this code, according to the findings detailed online
in the journal Nature Plants.
"It's been known for a long time that the current plant
genetic models are not completely applicable to orchids," said
Gravendeel, who did not take part in this research. "This very
simple Perianth code model is very elegant at explaining lip
formation. We thought it would be more complex than this."
In principle, this research could lead to new geneticallymodified orchids where petals and sepals are converted to
lips or vice versa, Yang said. However, in practice, the method
that scientists often use to genetically modify other plants
does not work well in orchids.
"Genetic transformation in orchids is extremely difficult and
time-consuming," Yang said.
The researchers now plan to identify the genes that go on to
control the size, shapes and colors of the lips, sepals and
petals. "There are many more aspects to how orchid flowers
attract pollinators," Gravendeel said.
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INSECT FACTS
The most successful creatures. To date, scientists have
catalogued about 1.5 million species of organisms on the
planet, with insects making up about two-thirds of this bounty,
researchers report in the journal Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. But scientists have only begun to scratch
the surface: Studies estimate the total number of species on
Earth is probably closer to 9 million. Of the planet's wildly
diverse collection of creatures, some 90 percent of species are
reckoned to belong to the class Insecta. Reasons for insects'
success include their tiny size, which both makes hiding easier
and reduces overall energy requirements; wide diet of both
natural and artificial foods; tough, protective exoskeletons;
frequent possession of wings, which help them reach safety,
grub and mates; and prodigious ability to reproduce.
Planet of the ants. Outside in war m temper atur es? If so,
when you look down you'll probably spy an ant or two or 10
scurrying along. (It's not uncommon to see ants when indoors,
either.) The renowned biologists Bert Hölldobler and E. O.
Wilson estimated in their Pulitzer Prize-winning 1990 book,
The Ants (Belknap Pr ess), that on the or der of 10
quadrillion ants live on the planet at any given moment. That's
about 1.4 million ants per human, based on a world population
of 7.3 billion people.
Methuselah insects. Most insects live for only a few days or
weeks as reproducing adults, having spent much longer periods
as larvae and pupae, the first two stages of the three-part insect
life cycle. There are exceptions, however. Amongst the
Hymenoptera order (ants, bees and wasps), the egg-laying
queens of colonies can live for decades. In the case of the red
harvester ant, Pogonomyrmex barbatus, queens can live
perhaps as long as 30 years, according to research published in
2013 in the Journal of Animal Ecology. Taking the top prize
are termite queens, which may reign for a half century,
according to the USDA.
Meet the beetles. Beetles, of the insect or der Coleopter a, are
the most biodiverse group of creatures known, with more than
380,000 species described to date, making up 40 percent of all
insect species on the books. When asked what a study of nature
tells you about a creator, the British scientist J.B.S. Haldane
once reportedly quipped that you can assume such a creator has
"an inordinate fondness for beetles.
■
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